Adaptive/NODUS HPC as a Service

HPC as a Service – Responding to Opportunities

Organizations make large investments in their HPC infrastructure every few years and then try to make do until their next big window. When new problems or opportunities arise, often costs are too high or it simply takes too long for them to add the resources they need to respond.

Adaptive/NODUS HPC as a Service provisions HPC compute environments in the cloud on demand, creating agility and reducing the costs of allocating temporary resources or purchasing additional hardware.

Adaptive/NODUS HPC as a Service benefits organizations that already have HPC but want to reduce costs, as well as organizations that can’t justify running HPC on-premise.

Why Adaptive/NODUS HPC as a Service?

- Minimal capital investment (no CapEx)
- Pay-as-you-go-system
- No datacenter required
- No IT costs
- Scalability
- Automated and seamless for users

Contact a solutions advisor by phone or email, or visit our web site today.
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